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Description Description 2023 Ember RV Overland Series 171FB, Ember RV Overland Series
171FB travel trailer highlights: Jackknife Sofa Queen Bed Stargazer Skylight
Outside Kitchen Pass-Through Storage Pack your bags and hitch up this travel
trailer for an unforgettable camping trip! Start each day feeling well rested after
sleeping on the front queen bed and look up at the beautiful sky through the
"Stargazer" skylight. Another friend can join in on the fun too and sleep on the
jackknife sofa slide when you are done relaxing on it while watching a movie with
the 12V HDTV/AV system which even has a hidden wardrobe behind it. On one
side of the 8 cu. ft. refrigerator there is a pantry for your snacks, and on the other
side you will find the rear corner bathroom with a 32" radius shower to freshen up.
You can prepare delicious home cooked meals indoors with the two burner
cooktop or head to the outside kitchen where you will find a 1.6 cu. ft. refrigerator
and an optional griddle. There is also an optional microwave you can add to the
inside kitchen for those nights when you don't feel like cooking! Each one of these
Ember RV Overland Series travel trailers were built to meet the needs of today's
most discerning RVers with layouts to fit couples and families! The CURT
independent suspension comes with heavy-duty coil springs with dual shock
absorbers on each wheel, and the heavy-duty off-road tube steel frame is sure to
hold up through whatever adventure you throw its way. Laminated Azdel Onboard
composite walls and rooftop prevent rotting or molding of the unit. Their chic
interior design comes with Shaw flooring that will be easy to clean, European dual
pane acrylic windows with integrated shades for added privacy, and an EmberLink
smart RV control system to use at the touch of a finger. The Off-Grid Solar
package lets you go further into the woods and the Safety First package ensures
you and your unit will safely arrive to each destination. Come find the right one for
you today! Sleeps 4 Slideouts 1

0 mi
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 1EO049
VIN Number: 7RVTV1200PA001049
Condition: New

Item address 2540 W County Road 48, 33513, Bushnell, Florida, United States
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